Study on Automatic Detection Method of Automobile Safety Belt Based on the Improvement of Adaboost Algorithm
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**Abstract.** In recent years, automatic seat belt detection system based on image processing and pattern recognition technology is one of the important research topics in intelligent traffic management, which uses computer image processing, pattern recognition and artificial intelligence technology to whether the driver were wearing seat belts automatic detection. This paper presents an improved recognition algorithms adaboost training early positioning belt position, and through a variety of constraints lsd line detection and automatic identification rule whether to wear a seat belt. Strong adaptability algorithm has been embedded into multiple bayonet system.

**Introduction**

Along with the civil car ownership is increasing year by year in our country, the number of road traffic accidents and casualties are increasing. Safety belt is the most effective protective measures in the automobile constraints system, which can effectively improve the safety of occupants in vehicle accident. While the driver seat belt wearing rate is relatively low in China, in recent years, in order to improve the safety belt wearing rate, the traffic police department developed a road video monitoring system to monitor the situation of drivers wearing safety belts, but this method is affected by the external environment such as light, the accuracy still needs to be improved. At the same time, there are many universities and research institutions has deeply studied the detection of selt wearing, Ge Ruhai Ge\([3]\) proposed a safety belt recognition algorithm based on GA-BP, which is processed by image binarization and then through PCA dimensionality reduction algorithm, finally be regognized by the BP neural network method. Bing Xu \([1]\) first positioning window, then use Hough transform to detect straight lines and screened to get the safety belt process to detect. Shi Shixu et al \([2]\) first locate the face, then by using edge detection, Hough transform algorithm to detect the safety belt. For the climate reasons of light, rain, snow and other factors, the detected image is not clean enough to identify \([4]\). In this research, all the possible belt locations will be located by the methods of training and online template matching, through the LSD line segments detection algorithm to detect line of each candidate region, then according to the characteristics of safety belt to develop a variety of constraints rules to eliminate the candidate region not belong to safety belt, and ultimately determine the location of the safety belt.

**Belt Location Based on The Combination of Adaboost And Online Recognition of Template Matching**

Locate seat belt in the position of the figure, use adaboost learning algorithm\([5,6,7]\) and combined with online recognition of template matching to locate, template matching method has been quite mature at home and abroad \([8,9,10]\). Such not only increase the candidate seat belt area also avoid the detection failure caused by adaboost samples insufficient.

**Choice of Belts Haar-Like Features Templates.** Seat belt positioning uses the Haar-like features, Haar-like features were first applied to the express features of face by Papageorgiou et al. On this basis, Viola and Jones \([11, 12]\) use three types and four forms of features for face recognition. Feature template contains two kinds of rectangular: black and white, and defines the characteristic value of the template is the sum of white rectangle pixels minus the sum of the black. Haar eigenvalue reflects
the image of gray level transformation. The features based on the characteristics and gray scale of the belt is linear distribution, this paper chooses two of these characteristics, not only improves the recognition speed, also make the feature is more suitable for the belt detection. Define the template of characteristic value is the sum of the values (grayscale) in white pixels minus that in the black. This paper uses 24×24 template, as shown in figure 1. For a given 24×24 window, according to the different locations, and different scale, can produce 162336 features, according to these characteristics can use adaboost learning classification algorithm for positioning seat belts.

![Fig. 1. Template for seat belt position](image1)

**Integral Figure.** Integral figure can be used to improve search speed. Integral figure can be used under the multi-scale, using the same time calculation of different characteristics, which can largely improve the detection speed of seat belts, as shown in figure 2. The total number of pixels in regional

\[ \text{BEDF} = OABC - OAEH - OGFC + OGDG \]

which is a calculation method of characteristic of Haar-like.

![Fig. 2. Integral figure](image2)

**Description of Adaboost Training Algorithm.** Adaboost constantly iterative algorithm model by changing the weights of the training sample, select the optimal weak classifier, and the weak classifiers for cascade form strong classifier, strong in multiple classifier composed of mathematical model of a classification. Then strong classifiers consist of a classification mathematical model.

**Step 1:** collect the training sample, the initial weights of the training sample.

The weight of the positive samples:

\[ w_{1,t} = \frac{1}{2} p \]  

(1)

The weight of negative samples:

\[ w_{1,t} = \frac{1}{2}(n - p) \]  

(2)

![Fig. 3. Adaboost training sample](image3)
Where \( p \) is the number of positive samples, the total number of samples is \( n \), the number of negative samples is \( n-p \). The values of the \( i \) is from 1 to \( n \).

Step 2: calculate the variance and integral figure of all samples.

\[
\text{Var}_{i,j} = \frac{\left(\sum \text{value}^2_{i,j}\right) / (h \times w)}{\left(-\left(\sum \text{value}_{i,j}\right) / (h \times w)\right)^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Step 3: training adaboost classifier.

The training process is first to select the optimal weak classifier, a number of weak classifier to form a strong classifier, strong classifier compose cascade classifier. For each character, calculate the eigenvalues of all the positive and negative sample, then sort the eigenvalues. Calculate the weighted error rate of the characteristics for all samples.

\[
\epsilon_{i,j} = \sum e_j | t_j - y_j |
\]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

Choose optimal weak classifiers, the classifier has the smallest weighted error rate:

\[
w_{t+1,i} = w_{t,i} \frac{\epsilon_{t,j}}{1 - \epsilon_{t,j}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Through constantly iterative, finally get strong classifier, after get the classifier can inspection on your seat belt, traverse the whole image using integral graph search technology to test the candidate regions.

**Description of Online Template Matching Algorithm.** In this paper, the candidate belt area for adaboost detecting and offline fixed template are both as the template of template matching. The use of template matching improves the robustness of the system. Template matching is to find the most similar area with the template image (patch) in an image. Sliding box in the input source images, find the similarity for each position and the template image, and save the results in the matrix. The brightness of the each point in the matrix represent the matching degree with the template. Then search the most similar value in matrix \( R \). This paper uses the normalized correlation matching method:

\[
R(x, y) = \frac{\sum_{x1,y1} (T(x1, y1) \cdot I(x + x1, y + y1))}{\sqrt{\sum_{x1,y1} T(x1, y1)^2 \cdot \sum_{x1,y1} I(x + x1, y + y1)^2}}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (6)

Figure 4 is the check results by using trained belt classifier and online training template matching method, through the results that the belt area is identified. The next step is to every small area of suspected seat belts for straight line detection.

![Fig. 4. Results of belt area locating](image)

**COMPARISON OF LSD DETECTION AND HOUGH DETECTION**

Traditional belt detection methods mostly use hough transform to detect Line Segment [11, 12], but because the hough transform has inaccurate detection, unable to process the fuzzy edge, slow speed and so on, this paper adopts the Line Segment Detector [13] (short for LSD) method to test the belt straight line. LSD can quickly detect linear section in the image, it uses the error control method, which makes the test results on the blurred image is also very accurate, also can give a line segment starting point and end point, line thickness of properties, especially suitable for the belt test.

The curve below is influence on the overall recognition rate which use hough transform straight line detection method and LSD straight line detection method in the belt testing. the accuracy comparison results are as follows:
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